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Abstract
The NoPlsql paradigm starts with an object oriented domain model in the middle tier. This leads naturally to
treating the database as a bag of tables, so that primitive SQL statements express its API. The Thick Database
paradigm starts with the design of the relational model. This leads naturally to allowing client-side code only to
call PL/SQL subprograms, so that all SQL is done from PL/SQL. These two paradigms are mutually
incompatible.
In the first part of this paper, we show, based on real-world use cases, how the NoPlsql paradigm brings
problems with correctness, security, and performance, and we note that projects that adopt the NoPlsql
paradigm use most of their resources on developing plumbing code rather than code that implements actual
business functionality. These problems are just the tip of the iceberg and we explain how the NoPlsql paradigm
also brings maintenance nightmares.
In the second part, we turn to the Thick Database paradigm, rehearse the reasons for its superiority, and
explain that it implies more than just allowing database calls to invoke only PL/SQL subprograms. We formalize
a layered code classification scheme which leads to optimal understandability and maintainability of both your
PL/SQL and your SQL code—which properties bring the maximum probability of correct behavior. We will
convince participants that adopting the Thick Database Paradigm guarantees the avoidance of the awful
problems brought by the NoPlsql paradigm and establishes the database tier as a reliable central service
provider in the application landscape. We will debunk the myth that “moving business logic out of the data tier
and into the middle tier” improves scalability.
The paper draws upon the empirical findings acquired over many years of extensive hands-on experience of
building, and tuning, applications that use Oracle Database. We have worked with applications that use the
Thick Database paradigm, and with ones that use the NoPlsql paradigm. So we mean what we say by “realworld comparison”. We also discuss the results of a very carefully designed and conducted apples-to-apples
experiment to compare the performance characteristics of the two paradigms. We show that the Thick
Database paradigm is two-to-three orders of magnitude better than the NoPlsql paradigm.
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To be posted on the Oracle Database PL/SQL and EBR blog
We are still working on the whitepaper. As soon as we can, we’ll upload it to the blog’s resources section and
link to it from this post:
>>

NoPlsql versus ThickDB1

When we do, we’ll each send out a tweet. So do make sure that you follow us!
Notice that the post already has a link to a YouTube video, recorded at Oracle HQ, where Toon presents a
detailed account of the performance experiment that this paper’s abstract refers to.
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